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Guidelines for Authors 

I.#General#Information#for#Contributors#

Submissions#
JMGS welcomes original manuscripts presenting research and critical analysis on all 
aspects of Modern Greek Studies. Submissions must be in English, but quotations and 
terms in other languages (especially Greek) are encouraged when they will advance the 
argument of the manuscript. The normal length for a manuscript is between 6,000 and 
9,000 words, excluding Notes and References Cited. 
 
JMGS only accepts single submission of original, never published-before articles. 
Authors understand that they cannot submit their articles elsewhere while under review 
for the JMGS.  
 
An article for the JMGS should contain most if not all of the following: 

● a demonstrated competence in the specific field of study; 
● an approach that illuminates the subject explored; 
● a unique contribution that is clearly articulated and demonstrated through 

coherent argument; 
● an appropriate contextualization of the author’s contribution with regard to 

relevant existing literature of the topic under investigation; 
● close analysis of the subject under discussion, that brings to light aspects not 

immediately discernible on a cursory or uninformed perusal; and 
● at minimum, reference to, and most likely active deployment of, the most 

prominent theoretical elaborations of the topic(s) being explored. 

Manuscripts submitted for consideration must be typed, double-spaced throughout 
(including Notes and References Cited). For the sake of readability, please use a 12-point 
font. (Please also turn hyphenation off between lines.) An abstract of roughly 150 words 
must precede the text. Notes should come after the text, followed by a list of references 
cited. The entire typescript, including Notes and References Cited, should be page 
numbered from beginning to end in one sequence. Please submit a single copy via email 
as a Word attachment. The JMGS only accepts submissions in Microsoft Word. All 
manuscripts should follow the guidelines for scholarly writing set forth in this style sheet, 
which adheres to the Chicago Manual of Style (CMS) with modifications specific to the 
JMGS. See especially chapter two, “Manuscript Preparation and Manuscript Editing” 
sections 2.1–2.87. In preparing notes, authors should use CMS’s “Works Cited” style.  
 
Quoted text does not follow the guidelines outlined herein and should be quoted as it 
appears in the original publication. Do not change quoted text to meet JMGS or CMS 
specifications. If the quoted text contains an actual error and not a deviation in style, 
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sic may be inserted in brackets following a word misspelled or wrongly used in the original. This 
device should be used only where it is relevant to call attention to such matters (and especially 
where readers might otherwise assume the mistake is in the transcription rather than the original) 
or where paraphrase or silent correction is inappropriate. 
 
Tables, charts, and illustrations should be included separately from the text, but their 
approximate placement noted in the text. Photocopies may be included with the original 
submission, but if the manuscript is accepted for publication, copies suitable for printing 
will be required. All such material should be accompanied by captions, as well as sources 
and acknowledgments where appropriate.  
 
The JMGS has two Co-editors, one for the Humanities, one for the Social Sciences. All 
submissions must be addressed to JMGSContact@gmail.com. 
 
For inquiries and other correspondence please use the following addresses:  
 

Professor Artemis Leontis, Editor for the Humanities (January 2014 to December 
2018) aleontis@umich.edu 
 
Professor Neni Panourgiá, Editor for the Social Sciences (January 2013 to 
December 2015) np255@columbia.edu  
 
Professor Tom Gallant, Editor for the Social Sciences (January 2016 to 2018) 
tgallant@ucsd.edu 

 
All submissions should be accompanied by a cover letter in which authors provide:  
 
 Email address 
 Telephone number 
 Fax number  
 Mailing address (number and street preferred to building name or post office box) 
 
Please inform the editor of any changes in this contact information after submission of 
the manuscript. 
 

Evaluation#of#Submissions#
All manuscripts will be peer-reviewed. The editor, however, may reject outright any 
submission not meeting JMGS’s standards or falling outside of the JMGS’s interests. The 
review process normally takes between two to four months, and we accept 30%–40% of 
the articles submitted. The author may expect that the editor will notify the author of 
reviewers’ evaluations within two or three months. However, because of the complexity 
of the process and the editor’s lack of complete control, delays are sometimes 
unavoidable. The editor should keep the author informed of anticipated delays. The 
editors welcome judicious inquiries from the authors regarding the process after four 
months. Papers are evaluated by at least two, and sometimes three, experts in the relevant 
field(s), in addition to evaluation by our co-editors. We use a doubly anonymous review 
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system, meaning that the identities of the referees are not revealed to the author, and 
papers are forwarded to the referees without any identification of authorship. Please do 
not include any personally identifying features (name, university affiliation) in the 
main manuscript of your initial submission. Submit a separate document in which you list 
the title of your essay, your name, your affiliation and address, including email address 
and the date of submission. 
 

Acceptance#of#Submissions#and#Revision#Process#
After papers have been evaluated, the author will receive a message from the editor 
conveying the editorial decision and including the reviews of peers. The JMGS uses a 
range of evaluative categories. The usual categories include “accept,” “conditional accept 
with revisions requested,” “revise and resubmit,” and “reject.” Unconditional acceptance 
is rare.  
 
Conditionally accepted article will eventually be published in the journal, provided that 
the author responds earnestly to the suggestions and critiques offered by reviewers. 
Articles given the decision of revise and resubmit require more substantive changes 
(which means less security of outcome), but authors need to recognize that the editor's 
use of the category indicates strong interest in some aspects of the submitted work. If a 
paper is rejected, it cannot be resubmitted. If revisions are suggested before an article has 
been accepted, the author should ask whether a decision about acceptance will be based 
on approval of the revisions or on a reevaluation of the entire text. In all cases, the editor 
should specify the nature and extent of the recommended revisions and should indicate 
whether submitting a revised text will ensure acceptance or initiate a new review process. 
 
When an editor notifies the author that an article has been accepted, the author will be 
given clear instructions as to the timing of publication and about the nature of any 
requested revisions. The editor will be allowed to cancel the agreement for publication if 
the author fails to carry out the agreed upon revisions by a specified date without prior 
agreement. Similarly, the author may withdraw the manuscript if the journal fails to 
publish it by a previously agreed-upon and specified date. The author bears the 
responsibility of citation management, meaning that it is the author’s responsibility to 
provide full citations, to make sure that all items in the bibliography appear in the text, 
that all references in the text are properly attributed, and that all citations are in the 
appropriate format. Furthermore, responsibility for providing art and permission for its 
use and for obtaining permission to quote copyrighted or previously unpublished material 
lies with the author.  
 
When a paper is accepted on the condition that revisions will be made, the editor asks the 
author to read the reviews and editor’s assessment carefully and submit a revision plan, if 
the author is interested in publishing the paper with JMGS. Once the author and editor(s) 
agree on the revision plan, they enter into the editorial infrastructure that supports 
scholarship. As an author’s work moves from manuscript to published form, it benefits 
from the comments, queries, and judgments of editors, peer reviewers, and copyeditors. 
The functions that reviewers, editors, copyeditors, and publishers perform thus add value 
to an author's work. As a collaborative enterprise involving many hands, publication 
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requires a substantial investment of time on the part of the editors and publisher in 
addition to the author. When the collaboration works well, authors and publishers see 
themselves as colleagues concerned with fostering illuminating and useful research and 
commentary.  
 
At the point of agreement between both parties that the article will be published by 
JMGS, the author is given a Publishing agreement to sign (see “Copyright” below). After 
signing the contract, the author may not withdraw a manuscript or publish parts of it 
elsewhere without written permission from the publisher. In the absence of a contract, the 
author has an ethical obligation to withdraw the manuscript from consideration by other 
journals once it has been formally accepted. The editors have an obligation to publish the 
article unless the author fails to deliver the final manuscript with careful attention to 
citation management and the revision plan within the allotted time. 
 

Copyediting#and#Proofs#
After it is accepted and the recommended changes are made by the author, a manuscript 
will be copyedited by the JMGS editorial staff; authors will have the opportunity to 
inspect these changes before the manuscript is sent to the Press. All significant alterations 
or additions to a manuscript should occur at this stage, before the manuscript is sent to 
The Johns Hopkins University Press for typesetting. Once JHUP has assembled the issue, 
it will send copies of the proofs to authors for proofreading. No changes other than 
corrections incurred by typesetting are permitted at this stage. Corrections (indicated by 
page, paragraph, and line) must be emailed promptly to the editors (not JHUP) and to the 
JMGSContact@gmail.com address. 
 
Articles whose proofs are not returned by the date requested will be printed as they stand. 

Photographs,#Drawings,#and#Charts#
If a manuscript is accepted, authors must submit publishable copies of all artwork, 
drawings, charts, and photographs. Photographs must be of good quality 300 bpi; a good 
size is 4x6, but 3x5 and 8x10 are also acceptable. Digitized materials are strongly 
encouraged whenever possible. 

Offprints#
Offprints may be ordered in increments of 25. An order form and price list will be 
enclosed with the proofs. Contributors who are neither members of the MGSA nor 
independent subscribers to the journal may also order copies of the full journal at this 
time. 

Copyright#information##
Once a manuscript has been accepted for publication, its author will be sent a Publishing 
Agreement form that assigns the article’s copyright to the journal. This assignment is 
necessary for protection against copyright abuses and is a condition of publication. 
Authors retain the right to use their own material in subsequent works. 
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Permissions#
Authors are responsible for obtaining permissions to print plates or use citations. 
Permission must be obtained for translations of original works protected by copyright. 
Permissions must also be obtained for original photos, artwork, and reproductions 
produced by someone other than the author. JMGS will provide a sample permission 
form, if requested. 
 

SAMPLE#FORMAT##
(normally double-spaced throughout) 
 

Title in Boldface 
Your name italicized 

 
Abstract 

 
Begin with a 150-word abstract of your manuscript, double-spaced, italicized, 

with extra-large margins on both sides, as shown. Words that would normally be 

italicized, such as transliterated Greek words, are in this context typed without 

italicizing, e.g., pallikári. See section II below. 

 

If you have an epigraph, it should be indented thus. The same goes for 

epigraphs if they appear after an A-type heading (see below). 

—The author’s name should appear after an em-dash, followed by the title 

of the work in italics 

 

Next comes the main text of your manuscript, double-spaced throughout. The first 

paragraph should be flush left, as should all paragraphs that immediately follow heads. 

 All other paragraphs, however, should begin with an indentation of the first line. 

The first paragraph of a subhead is also flush left. See section III below for more 

guidelines. 
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All references within the text are included in parentheses, e.g., Forster revised 

Valassopoulos’s versions with the help of T.E. Lawrence (Pinchin 1977, 108). He 

concluded that “a large book is evil” (Forster 1929, 18).  

 

An A-type heading looks like this 

 

Major sections of your manuscript should be marked by heads such as the one just given. 

The first paragraph following the head should be flush left.  

Subsequent paragraphs, however, should have the first line indented. 

 

A B-type subhead looks like this. Subsections should be marked by subheads such as the 

one just given. These subheads are flush left, punctuated with a period, and the paragraph 

begins immediately after them, on the same line. 

 
 
 

YOUR ACADEMIC AFFILIATION GOES HERE 
 
 

NOTES 
  
Acknowledgments. They come here, if you have any. Do not number the 
acknowledgments as note number 1.  
 1Insert notes in the text using References-Insert-Endnote (on Macs, it is Insert-
Footnote and then format as endnotes at the end of section). Endnotes should appear at 
the end of the main text, preceding References Cited; be sure to add a section break 
before References cited. Endnotes may be used for discursive commentary and further 
references, but should not include parts of the argument that would be better placed in the 
article. 
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REFERENCES CITED#

 

Anagnostou, Yiorgos. 2009. Contours of White Ethnicity: Popular Ethnography and the 

Making of Usable Pasts in Greek America. Athens, OH: Ohio University Press. 

Giannakopoulou, Georgia. 2011. “The Crisis in Modern Athens and the Redefinition of 

the Past.” Encephalos 48: 62–68. 
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In Αθηναϊκό Ηµερολόγιο 2014, edited by Stratis. G. Philippotes, 159–174. Athens: 

Philippotes. 

Maddox, Richard. 1997. “Bombs, Bikinis, and the Popes of Rock ‘n’ Roll: Reflections on 

Resistance, the Play of Subordinations, and Liberalism in Andalusia and 

Academia, 1983-1995.” In Culture, Power, Place: Explorations in Critical 

Anthropology, edited by Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson, 275–290. Durham, 

NC: Duke University Press. 

#

#
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II.#Detailed#Information#for#Contributors#

A.#THE#ABSTRACT#
 
JMGS requires that a 150-word italicized abstract precede each article. This should come 
after the title and under a centered heading: Abstract. For authors not familiar with 
abstracts, we offer the following instructions. 

Style#
Try not to stand outside of your essay and say something like: “In my essay I intend to 
show how Modern Greek studies functions as a form of public scholarship.” Instead, 
digest what the essay actually says, e.g., “Greek American cultural studies lends itself to 
an exploration of Modern Greek Studies in its intersection with public scholarship. In this 
essay, intellectual biography serves as a departure point to situate Modern Greek Studies 
as an organic location from which to empower Greek American studies. The dimension of 
public engagement comes into view through the following question: What is the place of 
cultural critique in the context of collaborative public engagement? The discussion 
identifies a range of possibilities for public collaboration and reflects on their respective 
implications. This work aims not only to explicate prospects of public scholarship for 
Modern Greek studies, but also make a case in this context for the intellectual 
importance of Greek America as a subject intertwined with Modern Greek studies.”  

Hints#for#composing#an#abstract#
(1) Read your essay, making telegraphic notes of its major points as you encounter them. 
(2) Using these notes only, write a rough draft of the abstract. Do not refer to the essay 
itself except if you need to verify something. Abstracts usually work better if they are 
composed freely in this way and do not employ the same phraseology as the essay. (3) 
Count the number of words in the rough draft. (4) Prepare a corrected draft by making 
any alterations needed to clarify the logic, to remove excess material, and to emerge with 
an abstract of roughly 150 words. 

B.#THE#TEXT#PROPER#

Headings#and#Elements#of#Text#
Title of Article Headline Style Capitalization (centered) 
Author Name (italics and centered below title) 
Abstract head: Initial cap, centered 
The abstract itself is indented on both sides, italics, extract style 
First-level headings: Sentence style, own line, no period, flush left, italics 
Second-level headings: Sentence style, run in, period, flush left, italics 
Affiliation follows the text, flush right, all caps): UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN  
NOTES (all caps), centered 
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Acknowledgments do not receive their own head but instead are included as the first item 
in the NOTES section. Italicize Acknowledgments. Follow with period, run in with 
text. 

 Acknowledgments. Many thanks to Theoni Kanellopoulou for her assistance.   
REFERENCES CITED (all caps), centered 

Standardized#spellings#
Use American spelling, not British (except where a British text is being quoted) For 

example, honor (not honour), civilize (not civilise), traveling (not travelling), 
spelled (not spelt), etc. You may choose to use towards or toward but make sure 
it’s consistent throughout the article. #

Abbreviations#
Please avoid abbreviations whenever possible. Spell out abbreviations such as etc., i.e., 

e.g. in text as and so on, that is, and for example, respectively (though you may 
use your judgment if this would result in jarring repetition...other alternatives are 
fine), when not used in parentheses. 

Capitalization#
In text, capitals should be used for proper nouns, but otherwise sparingly. JMGS prefers 

“the prime minister of Greece,” “the emperor of Byzantium,” etc., but Prime 
Minister Venizelos, Emperor Constantine. Capitalize East, West, Eastern, and 
Western in usages such as: “Greece has long been a mediator between East and 
West and especially between Eastern and Western philosophy.”  

Capitalize Modern Greek Studies, Modern Greek Program, and Modern Greek Studies 
Symposium (contrary to CMS), but gender studies, classical studies, etc. 
(following CMS).  

Capitals are used for all principal words in English titles (see below).  
Use Occidentalize and Orientalize (capitalize when backed by a theory describing it as a 

particular politico-theoretical process). Always capitalize Panhellenism, 
Hellenism, and Hellenic. Follow author on capitalization of “neohellenic” and 
“philhellenic,” as it varies. On such matters consistency within the article is most 
important. 

Capitalize Other and Otherness when referring to the key philosophical concept. 
Use Communist when a part of the name of the party or as an agnomen or cognomen, but 

communist when used as an adjective. (The communist poet Michalis, but 
Michalis the Communist). 

Greek titles, however, capitalize only the first word and any proper nouns that follow. 
Use sentence capitalization, except for newspapers, organizations, and magazines 
(all main words capitalized) 

 
Νέα Γράµµατα 
Ελληνικά Γράµµατα 
Ηµερολόγιο Καταστρώµατος 
Το Βήµα 
Η Καθηµερινή 
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Citations#
Each author-date citation in the text must have a corresponding entry in the reference list 

under the same name and date.  
Except at the end of block quotations (CMS 15.25), author-date citations are usually 

placed just before a mark of punctuation (CMS 15.27). 
Citations should appear in parentheses following the appropriate text as follows, with 

pages given when a direct quote is inserted; if an entire article is devoted to a 
topic, no pages are given; if the specific topic spans a few pages indicate it by 
“passim”: 

Recent&literature&has&examined&long3run&price&drifts&following&initial&public&offerings&(Ritter&

1991,&52;&Loughran&and&Ritter&1995),&stock&splits&(Ikenberry,&Rankine,&and&Stice&1996),&

seasoned&equity&offerings&(Loughran&and&Ritter&1995),&and&equity&repurchases&(Ikenberry,&

Lakonishok,&and&Vermaelen&1995). 

When the author’s name appears in the text, it need not be repeated in parenthetical 
citation. Date immediately follows the author’s name, even if in possessive (this is 
a slight departure from earlier CMS style). 

(Schonen&et&al.&2009) 
According&to&the&data&collected&by&Schonen&et&al.&(2009),&.&.&. 

Although citation of a source normally follows a direct quotation, it may precede the 
quotation—especially if such a placement allows the date to appear with the 
author’s name. 

As&Edward&Tufte&points&out,&“A&graphical&element&may&carry&data&information&and&also&perform&a&

design&function&usually&left&to&non3data3ink”&(2001,&139). 

Or 
 

As&Edward&Tufte&(2001,&139)&points&out,&“A&graphical&element&may&carry&data&information&and&also&

perform&a&design&function&usually&left&to&non3data3ink.” 

When the source of a block quotation is given in parentheses at the end of the quotation, 
the opening parenthesis appears after the final punctuation mark of the quoted 
material, with no period following either inside or outside the closing parenthesis.  

If&you&happen&to&be&fishing,&and&you&get&a&strike,&and&whatever&it&is&starts&off&with&the&

preliminaries&of&a&vigorous&fight;&and&by&and&by,&looking&down&over&the&side&through&the&

glassy&water,&you&see&a&rosy&golden&gleam,&the&mere&specter&of&a&fish,&shining&below&in&the&

clear&depths;&and&when&you&look&again&a&sort&of&glory&of&golden&light&flashes&and&dazzles&as&

it&circles&nearer&beneath&and&around&and&under&the&boat;&.&.&.&and&you&land&a&slim&and&

graceful&and&impossibly&beautiful&three3foot&goldfish,&whose&fierce&and&vivid&yellow&is&

touched&around&the&edges&with&a&violent&red—when&all&these&things&happen&to&you,&

fortunate&but&bewildered&fisherman,&then&you&may&know&you&have&been&fishing&in&the&

Galapagos&Islands&and&have&taken&a&Golden&Grouper.&(Pinchot&1930,&123) 

 
Use the first author’s name and et al. for more than three authors (See CMS 15.28).  
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If more than one but fewer than four authors the first author’s name is inverted 
(Panourgiá, Neni) but the subsequent names are not (Panourgiá Neni, Artemis 
Leontis, Natalie Bakopoulos).  

 
If a reference list includes another work of the same date that would also be abbreviated 

as “Schonen et al.” but whose coauthors are different persons or listed in a 
different order, the text citations must distinguish between them. In such cases, 
the first two authors (or the first three) should be cited, followed by et al. 
(Schonen,&Baker,&et&al.&2009) 
(Schonen,&Brooks,&et&al.&2009) 

Alternatively, a shortened title, enclosed in commas, may be added. In the following 
examples, et al. refers to different coauthors, so a, b, and so on cannot be used. 
Otherwise, if the list of authors is the same and the articles were published in the 
same year, a, b, c, and so on should be used to differentiate among them. 

For work cited as “Forthcoming” in References Cited, in-text citation should read as 
follows: (Leontis, forthcoming).  

Dates#
Use 1 January 1996 for date style in text AND in references. 
1940s (not “1940’s” or “forties”) BUT “the ’60s” 
Please note that the format of dates, etc., in quoted material should remain as originally 

published. 

Ellipses#and#trailing#off#
Use ellipses, that is, three dots separated by non-breaking spaces . . . to indicate omitted 
text. If more than a sentence intervenes, use a period followed by the ellipses . . . . Do not 
enclose in brackets.  

Note that the first word after an ellipsis is capitalized if it begins a new grammatical 
sentence. 

Do not use ellipsis points before the first word of a quotation, even if the beginning of the 
original has been omitted, unless the sentence as quoted is deliberately incomplete. 
 
What follows is a passage from Emerson’s essay “Politics” and how it might be 
shortened: 
  

The spirit of our American radicalism is destructive and aimless: it is not loving; 
it has no ulterior and divine ends; but is destructive only out of hatred and 
selfishness. On the other side, the conservative party, composed of the most 
moderate, able, and cultivated part of the population, is timid, and merely 
defensive of property. It vindicates no right, it aspires to no real good, it brands no 
crime, it proposes no generous policy, it does not build, nor write, nor cherish the 
arts, nor foster religion, nor establish schools, nor encourage science, nor 
emancipate the slave, nor befriend the poor, or the Indian, or the immigrant. From 
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neither party, when in power, has the world any benefit to expect in science, art, 
or humanity, at all commensurate with the resources of the nation. 

  
The passage might be shortened as follows: 

The spirit of our American radicalism is destructive and aimless . . . . On the other 
side, the conservative party . . . is timid, and merely defensive of property . . . . It 
does not build, nor write, nor cherish the arts, nor foster religion, nor establish 
schools. 

 

Another use for the ellipsis is to indicate that a sentence within the quotation trails off, 
unfinished: “We thought the doors were locked, but just to be sure…” This type of 
terminal ellipsis always consists of three dots, rather than four, with no spaces between 
them and no space between the last dot and the closing quotation marks.  

Greek#passages#or#words#
See section VI below. 

Italics#
If you want italic print, indicate this by putting the word or phrase in italics.  
 
Italicize all isolated foreign words and phrases (except for proper nouns) not appearing in 

Merriam Webster (Web11), except words in Greek or other non-roman alphabets, 
when they are not part of quoted text, but do so ONLY at their first mention in an 
article; subsequent mentions are to set roman.  

Italics should also be used for Greek words that are transliterated (e.g., palikariá). Titles 
of books and periodicals should also appear in italics. 

Avoid use of boldface for emphasis; use italics instead (but sparingly). 
Do not italicize et al.  
 

Headings#
JMGS prefers not to use numbers to identify sections within an article, but it encourages 
authors to use headings and subheadings. An A-type heading comes after a skipped line, 
is italicized, uses “sentence capitalization (i.e., only the first word and any subsequent 
proper nouns are capitalized), has no punctuation at the end, and is followed by another 
skipped line. The text following it begins flush left (i.e., without paragraph indentation. 
Do not place either Roman or Arabic numerals before the heading. Thus: 
 
An A-type heading looks like this  
 
The text that follows begins like this, after a skipped line, and flush left. 
 

Hyphenation##
The best rule is: Words not meant to be hyphenated should never be hyphenated at the 
end of a typed line, since it will not be possible for a compositor to know if “interaction,” 
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for example, hyphenated at the end of the line, is meant to be printed as “interaction” or 
“inter-action.” When in doubt, consult Merriam’s Dictionary. Above all, never hyphenate 
Greek words whether they are transliterated or in Greek type. The rules for Greek 
hyphenation are different from those for English, which means that the compositor is 
likely to hyphenate Greek words incorrectly. 
 
Follow CMS 7.85, or consult Merriam’s Dictionary. The trend continues to be to close up 

compounds (online versus on-line). 
CMS 7.85 provides an extensive list of when to hyphenate and when to close up. 

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/16/images/ch07_tab01.pdf 
Prefixes: Close up prefixes unless confusion would arise [e.g., prewar, preeminent (adj.), 

coauthor (n), but anti-intellectual (adj.), co-editor (n)]. Re-cover and re-creation 
(to show distinction between recover and recreation) 

Compound adjectives: Hyphenate most two-word attributive adjectives (adjectives that 
precede the noun they modify) [e.g., star-spangled banner, low-rent district, 
much-needed advice, working-class values]. 

Never use a hyphen in a compound formed with an adverb ending in –ly. (largely 
irrelevant study) 

Exceptions.
1. Where the first part of a compound attributive adjective is an adverb ending in -ly, do 

not hyphenate the adjective [e.g., previously issued directives, highly praised 
painting, publicly disclosed indiscretions]. 

2. Where the attributive adjective is a common open compound noun, hyphenate only 
when needed to avoid ambiguity [e.g., word processing files but short-story 
writer]. 

3. Adjectives derived from foreign phrases are not hyphenated in any position unless the 
term is hyphenated in the original language.  

 
Dashes#
Use a hyphen ( - ) to separate syllables of words or to join compounds where appropriate 

following CMS (as summarized in the “Hyphenation” section directly above). 
Use an en-dash ( – ; as wide as an “en”) for number ranges, such as page ranges, date 

ranges, score ranges, etc. (keyboard shortcuts: Mac users hold “option” and type a 
hyphen; PC users with a full keyboard hold “control” and type a minus sign.)  

Use an em-dash ( — ; as wide as an “em”) without a space both before and after words as 
a stand-in for a comma or parenthesis to separate out words or a phrase. For 
example: “The 21st century—young as it is—has been witness to several, 
important technological innovations for how we live our lives.” (keyboard 
shortcuts: Mac users type a hyphen while holding “shift” and “option”; PC users 
with a full keyboard type a minus sign while holding “control” and “shift”) 

Numbers#and#Numerals#
Spell out one through ten. Use numerals if they are either part of an enumeration that 

contains a number larger than ten—e.g., “67 infants, 14 children, and 5 adults”—or 
part of an arithmetical expression such as “a frequency of 1 in 18.”  

Numerals from 11+.  
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CMS prefers approximate numbers to be spelled out. Spell out round numbers used in an 
approximate sense, as in “not more than two hundred years ago.”  

At the beginning of a sentence, any number that would ordinarily be set in figures is 
spelled out, regardless of the inconsistency that this may create. If such a format is 
cumbersome, the sentence should be recast so that it does not begin with a number. 
For instance, the sentence beginning “500 migrants arrived on Greece’s shores last 
month alone” would technically be changed to “Five hundred migrants arrived….” 
Or, recast as “Last month, 500 migrants arrived…” 

Where approximate and exact numbers appear together in the same context and are 
applicable to the same category, all must be set as numerals. 

Don’t drop digits in inclusive numbers: pages 174–177, not 174–77. Similarly, when a 
span of years is cited, retain all digits even if both years fall within a single century. 
1955–1962. Note that this is contrary to CMS. 

Do not spell out numerals when referring to parts of books. Thus: chapter 6, not chapter 
six. Use Arabic numerals rather than Roman ones in expressions like “volume 4,” 
regardless of how it appears in the original (CMS 14.154). 

Use 1 January 1996 for date style in text AND in references. 
1940s (not “1940’s” or “forties”) BUT “the ’60s” 
Use comma after the thousands digit in four-digit numbers: 4,123 (exceptions: years and 

page numbers). 
Use numeral and percent symbol for percentages: 23%. 
Spell out centuries: twentieth century (n) and twentieth-century (adj.). 

Possessives#
Singular possessives indicated by ’s (Jones’s shoes), plural possessives by ’ only (the 
boys’ shoes). 
Contrary to CMS, JMGS follows the traditional exception for proper classical names of 

two or more syllables that end in an eez sound. Such names form the possessive in 
the usual way with only the apostrophe (when these forms are spoken, the 
additional s is generally not pronounced). 

Euripides’&tragedies 
the&Ganges’&source 
Xerxes’&armies 

Same for when the final “s” is unpronounced (CMS 17.17):  
Descartes’&three&dreams 
the&marquis’&mother 
François’&efforts&to&learn&English 
Vaucouleurs’&assistance&to&Joan&of&Arc 
Albert&Camus’&novels 

When the singular form of a noun ending in s is the same as the plural (i.e., the plural is 
uninflected), the possessives of both are formed by the addition of an apostrophe only. If 
ambiguity threatens, use of to avoid the possessive. 

 
politics’&true&meaning 
economics’&forerunners 
this&species’&first&record&(or,$better,&the&first&record&of&this&species) 
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The same rule applies when the name of a place or an organization or a publication (or the last 
element in the name) is a plural form ending in s, such as the United States, even though 
the entity is singular. 
 
the&United&States’&role&in&international&law 
Highland&Hills’&late&mayor 
Callaway&Gardens’&former&curator 
the&National&Academy&of&Sciences’&new&policy 

Punctuation#
Use a comma before all elements in a series, e.g., “klephts, armatoli, and bandits,” as 

opposed to “klephts, armatoli and bandits.” 
When two or more lines of poetry are run in, the lines are separated by a slash, with one 

space on either side. (CMS 13.27) 
Andrew Marvell’s praise of John Milton, “Thou has not missed one thought that could be fit, / And all 

that was improper does omit” (“On Paradise Lost”), might well serve as our motto. 
A quotation that spans more than one stanza should be presented as an extract if at all 

possible (see CMS 13.23). If it must be run in to the text (set off by quotation 
marks), two slashes (//) should appear between stanzas.  

JMGS strongly discourages the use of apologetic or scare quotation marks—which 
indicate a term used in a nonstandard or ironic or other special sense. In most 
cases these should not be used at all. If such indication is necessary, CMS prefers 
using so-called before the term. Note that so-called and quotation marks are never 
used together to mark special usage of the same word.  

When a word or term is not used functionally but is referred to as the word or term itself, 
it is either italicized or enclosed in quotation marks. Proper nouns used as words, 
on the other hand, are usually set in roman. 

The&term&critical$mass&is&more&often&used&metaphorically&than&literally. 
What&is&meant&by&neurobotics? 
The&i&in&the&name&iPod&is&supposed&to&invoke&the&Internet. 

Although italics are the traditional choice, quotation marks may be more appropriate in 
certain contexts. (And in some electronic environments, quotation marks may be 
more portable or otherwise practical than italics.) In the first example below, 
italics set off the foreign term, and quotation marks are used for the English. In 
the second example, quotation marks help to convey the idea of speech. 

The&Spanish&verbs&ser&and&estar&are&both&rendered&by&“to&be.” 
Many&people&say&“I”&even&when&“me”&would&be&more&correct. 

Given-name initials: Use nonbreaking space between 2 initials but close up 3 or more 
initials (e.g., C. S. Lewis but J.R.R. Tolkien) 

No commas around Jr.: Robert Downey Jr. 

Quotations#
Quotations over four or five typed lines should be set as a block quote. Such quotations 

should be typed double-spaced.  
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Verse quotations, because they need to be printed line-by-line, not run-on, should be 
identified as such in the left-hand margin with the word VERSE. 

Short English quotations embedded in the text should be enclosed in double quotation 
marks (“...”), with single quotation marks (‘...’) being employed only for a quote 
within a quote. 

Short Greek quotations embedded in the text should be enclosed in guillemets (« »).  
Place all commas and periods inside the concluding quotation marks (e.g., “eternity,” 

“time.”) whereas other marks of punctuation go inside or outside depending on 
logic. 

Poetry.
When two or more lines of poetry are run in, the lines are separated by a slash, with one 

space on either side. (CMS 13.27) 
Andrew&Marvell’s&praise&of&John&Milton,&“Thou&has&not&missed&one&thought&that&could&be&fit,&/&And&

all&that&was&improper&does&omit”&(“On&Paradise$Lost”),&might&well&serve&as&our&motto. 

A quotation that spans more than one stanza should be presented as an extract if at all 
possible (see CMS 13.23). If it must be run in to the text (set off by quotation 
marks), two slashes (//) should appear between stanzas.  

 

Tables#and#Figures##
Tables should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals, e.g., Table 1, Table 2, 

and so forth. Citations for tables should appear at the bottom of each table. All 
illustrative material (drawings, charts, maps, diagrams, photographs, etc.) should be 
called “Figures” and should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals: 
Figure 1, Figure 2, etc. 

C.#NOTES#
JMGS uses endnotes, not footnotes. Since JMGS also requires parenthetical 
documentation for references, notes should not be employed to cite a reference unless 
some additional explanation or discussion is included. Notes present material that cannot 
be conveniently presented in the text itself but that will nevertheless be helpful to the 
reader. Notes come at the end of the text proper, preceded by your academic affiliation, 
which is in capitals and flush right. Begin your section of notes with the title NOTES 
capitalized and centered. The notes themselves should each start with a superscript 
number corresponding to the same superscript number in the text itself, followed by a 
space. Each note should be indented to form a new paragraph and should be typed 
double-spaced. All notes should be formatted as MS Word endnotes (see above, Section 
I, Sample Format). 
 
No notes are to be included in book reviews but a list of references cited is required if 
you are referencing work other than the one under review.  
 
Acknowledgments: If you wish to include acknowledgments, make them the first 
paragraph of the Notes, starting with the word Acknowledgments italicized. The 
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acknowledgments are not numbered as note number 1. It is customary to thank the 
anonymous reviewers of your article.  

D.#REFERENCES#CITED#
All entries in the reference list must be appropriately cited in text. Please cross-cross 

check that all citations in text appear in reference list and that all references cited 
are cited in text. Query author for discrepancies. 

Consecutive entries by the same author are arranged in chronological order, beneath the 
author’s name. If there are two or more works by the same author from the same 
year, then use alphabetical order by title. 

Books##

One.author..
Kornetis,&Kostis.&2013.&Children$of$the$Dictatorship:$Student$Resistance,$Cultural$Politics,$and$the$

“Long$1960s”$in$Greece.$New&York:&Berghahn&Books. 

Two.authors.
Levitt,&Steven&D.,&and&Stephen&J.&Dubner.&2005.&Freakonomics:$A$Rogue$Economist$Explores$the$

Hidden$Side$of$Everything.&New&York:&William&Morrow. 

Three.or.more.authors.or.editors.
Jacobs,&Sue3Ellen,&Wesley&Thomas,&and&Sabine&Lang,&eds.&1997.&TwoNSpirit$People:$Native$

American$Gender$Identity,$Sexuality,$and$Spirituality.&Urbana:&University&of&Illinois&Press. 
 

More.than.one.title.by.same.author.
Arrange in list according to date, and use a three-em dash (———) in place of author’s 
name. 
 

Friedl,&Ernestine.&1962.&Vasilika:$A$Village$in$Modern$Greece.&New&York:&Holt&and&Rinehart,&1962.&  
———.&1975.&Women&and&Men:&An&Anthropologist’s&View.&New&York:&Waveland&Press. 

 
When two titles appear by the same author in the same year, use “a” and “b” to 
differentiate them. 
 

Smith,&Jane.&1998a.&First$Book.$New&York:&Publisher. 
———1998b.&Second$Book.$New&York:&Publisher. 

Author(s).as.editor(s).
Friar,&Kimon,&ed.&1982.&Modern$Greek$Poetry.&Athens:&Efstathiadis. 
Butterworth,&Katharine,&and&Sara&Schneider,&eds.&1975.&Rebetika:$Songs$from$the$Old$Greek$

Underworld.&New&York:&Komboloi. 
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Edited#books#(CMS#14.88)#
Bonnefoy,&Yves.&1995.&New$and$Selected$Poems.&Edited&by&John&Naughton&and&Anthony&Rudolf.&

Chicago:&University&of&Chicago&Press. 

Edited#and#translated#book#(CMS#14.88)#
Adorno,&Theodor&W.,&and&Walter&Benjamin.&1999.&The$Complete$Correspondence,$1928–1940.$

Edited&by&Henri&Lonitz.&Translated&by&Nicholas&Walker.&Cambridge,&MA:&Harvard&

University&Press. 
Menchu,&Rigoberta.&1999.&Crossing$Borders.$Translated&and&edited&by&Ann&Wright.&New&York:&

Verso. 

Chapter#in#edited#book#
Alexiou,&Margaret.&1982.&“Diglossia&in&Greece.”&In&Standard$Languages$Spoken$and$Written,&

edited&by&W.&Haas,&1563192.&Manchester:&Manchester&University&Press.& 

Name#of#author#in#Greek##
Transliterate names of authors published in Greek. Please refer to following section for 

more information on translated titles. 
 

Tachtsis,&Kostas&(Ταχτσής,*Κώστας).*[1963]*1985a.&Το#τρίτο#στεφάνι.&Athens:&Hermes.&Citations&

refer&to&the&1985&edition.& 
———.&1985b.&The$Third$Wedding$Wreath.&Translated&by&John&Chioles.&Athens:&Hermes. 

 
 

Vikelas,)Dimitrios)(Βικέλας,*Δημήτριος).*1881a.&Λουκής'Λάρας.&Athens:&Parnassos.&(First& 
& published&in&Estía&1879.)& 

———.&1881b.&Loukis$Laras.&Translated&by&J.&Gennadius.&London:&Macmillan. 

Newspapers#
Carey,&Benedict.&2008.&“For&the&Brain,&Remembering&is&Like&Reliving.”&New$York$Times$4&

September.&Accessed&4&February&2015.&

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/05/science/05brain.html.&#

Translations#of#titles#

Supplied.by.author.
Note that author’s translations in brackets follow sentence style capitalization and are not 

in quotation marks. (CMS 14.108). If a translation is not provided, query author to 
supply. 

 
Pirumova,&Natalia&Mikhailovna.&1977.&Zemskoe$liberal’noe$dvizhenie:$Sotsial’nye$korni$i$evoliutsiia$

do$nachala$XX$veka&[The&zemstvo&liberal&movement:&Its&social&roots&and&evolution&to&the&

beginning&of&the&twentieth&century].&Moscow:&Izdatel’stvo&“Nauka.” 
 

Unpublished.translation.of.title.standing.in.for.original.
(CMS 14.110) In those rare instances when a title is given only in translation and no 
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published translation of the work is cited, the original language must be specified.  
Pirumova,&N.&M.&1977.&The&Zemstvo&Liberal&Movement:&Its&Social&Roots&and&Evolution&to&the&

Beginning&of&the&Twentieth&Century&[in&Russian]&(Moscow:&Izdatel’stvo&“Nauka”). 
 

Original.plus.published.translation.
(CMS 14.109) A published translation is normally treated as illustrated above (and CMS 
14.88). If, for some reason, both the original and the translation need to be cited, either of 
the following forms may be used, depending on whether the original or the translation is 
of greater interest to readers. OR the published translation may follow as a separate 
citation. 
 

Furet,&François.&1995.&Le$passé$d’une$illusion.&Paris:&Éditions&Robert&Laffont.&Translated&by&
Deborah&Furet&as&The$Passing$of$an$Illusion&(Chicago:&University&of&Chicago&Press,&1999). 

Furet,&François.&1999.&The$Passing$of$an$Illusion.&Translated&by&Deborah&Furet.&Chicago:&University&
of&Chicago&Press.&Originally&published&as&Le$passé$d’une$illusion&(Paris:&Éditions&Robert&
Laffont,&1995).& 

Reprints##
When citing a reprint or modern edition in the author-date system, it is sometimes 
desirable to include the original date of publication. Whether or not any information 
about the original publication is included, the original date is listed first, in parentheses. If 
the pagination of the original edition does not match that of the reprint, indicate the 
edition cited (CMS 15.138) 

Austen,&Jane.&(1813)&2003.&Pride$and$Prejudice.&London:&T.&Egerton.&Reprint,&New&York:&Penguin&
Classics.&Citations&refer&to&the&Penguin&edition. 

Darwin,&Charles.&(1859)&1964.&On$the$Origin$of$Species.&Facsimile&of&the&first&edition,&with&an&

introduction&by&Ernest&Mayr.&Cambridge,&MA:&Harvard&University&Press. 
Maitland,&Frederic&W.&(1898)&1998.&Roman$Canon$Law$in$the$Church$of$England.&Reprint,&Union,&

NJ:&Lawbook&Exchange. 

The parentheses are rendered as square brackets in the in-text citation (CMS 6.99). 
(Austen&[1813]&2003) 
(Darwin&[1859]&1964) 
(Maitland&[1898]&1998) 

For more than one work by the same author, the first date determines placement in the 
reference list (CMS 15.17). 

Maitland,&Frederic&W.&(1898)&1998.&Roman$Canon$Law$in$the$Church$of$England.&Reprint,&Union,&
NJ:&Lawbook&Exchange. 

———.&(1909)&1926.&Equity,$Also$the$Forms$of$Action$at$Common$Law:$Two$Courses$of$Lectures.&
Edited&by&A.&H.&Chaytor&and&W.&J.&Whittaker.&Reprint,&Cambridge:&Cambridge&University&

Press. 
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When the original date is less important to the discussion, use the date of the modern 
source. The date of original publication may be included at the end of the reference list 
entry but need not be. 

Trollope,&Anthony.&1977.&The$Claverings.&With&a&new&introduction&by&Norman&Donaldson.&New&

York:&Dover.&First&published&1866–67. 
———.&1983.&He$Knew$He$Was$Right.&2&vols.&in&one.&New&York:&Dover.&First&published&1869. 

In-text citations as (Trollope 1977) and (Trollope 1983), respectively. 

Forthcoming#publications#(CMS#15.42)#
Forthcoming can stand in place of the date in author-date references to books under 
contract with a publisher and already titled but for which the date of publication is not yet 
known. If page numbers are available, they should be given as needed. Books not under 
contract are treated as unpublished manuscripts (see 14.225). In text 
citations, forthcoming is preceded by a comma. See also 14.153. 

 
Faraday,&Carry.&Forthcoming.&“Protean&Photography.”&In&Seven$Trips$beyond$the$Asteroid$Belt,&

edited&by&James&Oring.&Cape&Canaveral,&FL:&Launch&Press. 
 

Text&citation:&(Faraday,&forthcoming) 

Paper#presented#at#a#conference/meeting/talk#
The sponsorship, location, and date of the meeting at which a speech was given or a paper 
presented follow the title. This information, like that following a thesis title, is put in parentheses 
in a note but not in a references cited list. A paper included in the published proceedings of a 
meeting may be treated like a chapter in a book. If published in a journal, it is treated as an 
article.  
 

Teplin,&Linda&A.,&Gary&M.&McClelland,&Karen&M.&Abram,&and&Jason&J.&Washburn.&2005.&“Early&

Violent&Death&in&Delinquent&Youth:&A&Prospective&Longitudinal&Study.”&Paper&presented&

at&the&Annual&Meeting&of&the&American&Psychology3Law&Society,&La&Jolla,&CA,&March. 

Journal#articles##
Lee,&Jonathan&Scott.&2011.&“Iannis&Xenakis&and&the&Presocratic&Foundations&of&a&New&Music.”&

Journal$of$Modern$Greek$Studies$29&(1):&73–82. 

Journal#articles#consulted#online#
CMS recommends the inclusion of a DOI or a URL, though the DOI is preferred 
 

Novak,&William&J.&2008.&“The&Myth&of&the&‘Weak’&American&State.”&American$Historical$Review&
113:&752–772.&doi:10.1086/ahr.113.3.752. 

 

Master’s#thesis/PhD#dissertations#
Bakopoulos,&Natalie.&2008.&“Varieties&of&Failure.”&PhD&diss.,&University&of&Michigan.&ProQuest&

(recommended&or&supplied&identification&number). 
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Note: Per CMS 14.224, titles of unpublished works appear in quotation marks—not in italics. 
This treatment extends to theses and dissertations, which are otherwise cited like books. If the 
document was consulted online, include a URL or, for documents retrieved from a commercial 
database, give the name of the database and, in parentheses, any identification number supplied or 
recommended by the database. For dissertations issued on microfilm, see CMS 14.120. For 
published abstracts of dissertations, see CMS 14.197. 

Website#
To cite an updated online document in a reference list, use an access date rather than n.d. 
(no date). See also CMS 14.7, 14.245, 15.41.The access date should also be used in the 
text citation (Evanston Public Library 2008). 
 

Evanston&Public&Library&Board&of&Trustees.&2008.&“Evanston&Public&Library&Strategic&Plan,&2000–

2010:&A&Decade&of&Outreach.”&Evanston&Public&Library.&Accessed&19&July.&

http://www.epl.org/library/strategic3plan300.html. 

Historical#archives,#etc.#
From CMS 14.232: “The 1987 edition of the Guide to the National Archives of the 
United States offers the following advice: “The most convenient citation for archives is 
one similar to that used for personal papers and other historical manuscripts. Full 
identification of most unpublished material usually requires giving the title and date of 
the item, series title (if applicable), name of the collection, and name of the 
depository. Except for placing the cited item first [in a note], there is no general 
agreement on the sequence of the remaining elements in the citation. . . . Whatever 
sequence is adopted, however, should be used consistently throughout the same work” 
(761). This advice has been extended by the leaflet Citing Records in the National 
Archives of the United States (available at the National Archives and Records 
Administration website), which includes advice on citing textual and nontextual records, 
including electronic records. See also bibliog. 4.5. It should be noted that citations of 
collections consulted online (which remain a relative rarity given the cost of digitizing 
the miscellaneous, nonstandard items typical of most manuscript collections) will usually 
be the same as citations of physical collections, aside from the addition of a URL or DOI 
(see 14.4–13).”#

E.#GREEK#PASSAGES#OR#WORDS#
JMGS prefers Greek words and passages to be printed in Greek, at least the first time 
they appear. The word or passage must also be translated into English the first time it 
appears. Translations or transliterations (see sections VII and VIII below) may be used 
thereafter at the author’s discretion. 

Fonts..
JMGS uses the Greek Keys font system. Using Greek Keys is easiest for our copyeditors 
and compositors, but since not all authors have access to Greek Keys, we gladly accept 
text that has been produced in other systems. 
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Monotonic.preferred..
JMGS prefers the monotonic system for Greek. However, we will honor requests by 
authors to retain the polytonic system for older texts originally published in that form. In 
simplified form, the rules for monotonic are: (1) Use only the acute accent; place it over 
letters in lower case and in front of capital letters. (2) Place an accent over every word 
that has two or more syllables. However, these syllables must be distinct in pronunciation 
as opposed to being glided over. An exception to the two-syllable rule is γιατι when it 
means “because,” to distinguish it from γιατί, meaning “why?”  
 Note that two-syllable words that lose their second syllable because of elision to a 
succeeding word nevertheless retain their accent, e.g., Είµ’ έτοιµος, φέρ’ το. (3) 
Monosyllabic words are not accented, with the following exceptions: (a) ή when it means 
“or,” to distinguish it from the feminine article η, (b) πού when it means “where?” to 
distinguish it from the relative pronoun or conjunction που, (c) πώς when it means 
“how?” to distinguish it from the conjunction πως, (d) τί when it means “what?” (e) ώς 
when it is the preposition meaning “until” or “up to,” to distinguish it from the adverb or 
conjunction meaning “as,” “such as,” or “like,” (f) νά when it means “look” or “here is” 
or “behold,” (g) µά when it introduces an oath, (h) γιά when it means “or,” (i) µού, σού, 
τού, τής, τό, µάς, σάς, τούς, τά (personal pronouns) in cases where they might be 
misunderstood as possessive adjectives, e.g., Η µητέρα µού είπε when the meaning is 
“Mother said to me” and not “My mother said” (Η µητέρα µου είπε), (j) νά, θά, τά, τό 
when they come before unaccented µπω, βγω, ’ρθω, βρω (θά ’ρθω, θα τά ’βρει). 
 

Extended.passages..
Extended passages of Greek prose or poetry (or in any language other than English) that 
are set off by indentation/block quotes should be printed in their entirety in Greek 
characters first, followed by an extra space and then an English translation of the entire 
passage, also set off by indentation and in brackets. Please write VERSE in the left-hand 
margin if you wish the compositor to set a text line-by-line rather than run-on. Do not use 
quotation marks for indented passages unless such marks are included in the actual text. 
 

Single.words.and.short.phrases.
When not in a block quote, single Greek words, short phrases, and titles in running 
English text may be rendered in one of two ways, according to the author’s wishes. (1) 
They may be printed in Greek throughout the manuscript, in which case, the first 
appearance of the word, phrase, or title should be followed by an English translation in 
parentheses; e.g., λαός (people, folk). (2) They may be printed in transliteration 
throughout the manuscript, in which case the first appearance of the word, phrase, or title 
should be followed by the word(s) in Greek, a comma, and then an English translation—
all in parentheses; e.g., laós (λαός, people, folk). Note the italics are not used for λαός 
since it is a foreign word in a non-Latin script. 
 
Quotation.marks 
Greek quotations should use the small angle marks called guillemets (« »). English 
translations should not normally be placed within quotation marks. They should only be 
placed within quotation marks if the Greek word(s) to which they are referring are also in 
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quotation marks. 

F.#TRANSLITERATION#
JMGS asks that transliterations follow the Library of Congress, which shows the Greek 

alphabet (with Unicode numbers) and corresponding Latin-alphabet letters: 
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/romanization/greek.pdf 

This table provides more detail and differentiation for Modern Greek than CMS Table 
11.4, CMS: http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/romanization/greek.pdf 

JMGS generally encourages transliteration that approximates Modern Greek spelling, so 
as to assist readers in finding authors’ names and Greek words in bibliographies 
and dictionaries. JMGS has a slight preference for the style developed by the 
Library of Congress.  

Preferably, transliterated words of more than one syllable should bear the appropriate 
stress accent (e.g., laós). As this has not been standard practice in transliterating 
personal names, stress accents may be omitted from these, unless the person 
whose name is being cited normally renders his or her name with one (as in 
Panourgiá). The same holds true for place names. 

Transliterated Greek words should appear in italics at first mention and then roman 
thereafter unless the word(s) is commonly used in English or repeated many 
times.  

Greek words in the Greek alphabet should not appear in italics as they are in a non-
Roman alphabet. If a direct quotation, they should appear in Greek quotation 
marks « ». 

Translations in a running text, when following a quotation in Greek or another language, 
should be enclosed in parentheses. It should be followed by a semicolon and then 
the citation. 

In block quotes/extracts, the Greek or foreign language should come first, followed by a 
line space, and then the translation in brackets. 

When not in a block quote, single Greek words, short phrases, and titles in running 
English text may be rendered in one of two ways, according to the author’s 
wishes. (1) They may be printed in Greek throughout the manuscript, in which 
case, the first appearance of the word, phrase, or title should be followed by an 
English translation in parentheses; e.g., λαός (people, folk). (2) They may be 
printed in transliteration throughout the manuscript, in which case the first 
appearance of the word, phrase, or title should be followed by the word(s) in 
Greek, a comma, and then an English translation—all in parentheses; e.g., laós 
(λαός, people, folk).  

 
Some finer points of transliteration 
 
JMGS transliterates β as “b” for ancient Greek and “v” for Modern Greek. 
For upsilon (Υ/υ), use “y,” or “u” in diphthongs αυ, ευ, ηυ, ου, υι, and ωυ. 
JMGS allows for distinction, but does not insist on it, between transliterating “ντ” as “d” 
or “nt” (when medially or finally); same µπ as either “b” or “mp.” 
“Γ” can be transliterated as “G” or “Y” depending on the vowel that follows it 
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The long mark “ē” for “η” is optional. 
 

Stress#accents#
Preferably, transliterated words of more than one syllable should bear the appropriate 
stress accent (e.g., laós). As this has not been standard practice in transliterating personal 
names, stress accents may be omitted from these, unless the person whose name is being 
cited normally renders his or her name with one (as in Panourgiá). The same holds true 
for place names. 

Place#names#
Place names should be in the customary English or foreign form whenever possible (e.g., 

Athens, not Athína; Caserta, not Gazerta). When in doubt the copyeditor should 
keep a list of place names. 

When a place name is politically contested, follow author. 
But: when a place name has been changed because of geopolitical revisions, please be 

careful not to introduce anachronisms: for instance, use Calcutta before 2001 
(Kolkata may be used only afterward), or Bombay prior to 1995 (Mumbai may be 
used only after 1995).  

 

Personal#names#
Well-known anglicizations of proper names should be retained, e.g., Achilles not 
Ahilléfs, Cavafy not Kaváfis, Euripides not Evripídis. However, we should always honor 
the way that the person being cited normally renders his or her name, even if this does not 
fully match the JMGS transliteration system. Proper names in non-English alphabets 
other than Greek should employ the transliteration scheme most common in English (e.g., 
Bukharin, not Bouharin; Trotsky, not Trotski; Gandhi, not Ghandi). 
 

G.#TRANSLATIONS#
Note that foreign titles with English translation in running text appear in parentheses. 
(CMS 7.50). If the translation is unpublished, capitalize the English sentence style, no 
italics, no quotes.  

Leonardo&Fioravanti’s&Compendio$de$i$secreti$rationali&(Compendium&of&rational&secrets)&became&a&

best&seller. 
Proust’s&À$la$recherche$du$temps$perdu&(Remembrance$of$Things$Past)&was&the&subject&of&her&

dissertation. 

Capitalize published translations Headline Style. Use italics/quotation marks depending 
on type of work.  

Glosses or translations of words are placed in parentheses, with no quotation marks 
(CMS 6.93) 

A&drop&folio&(a&page&number&printed&at&the&foot&of&a&page)&is&useful&on&the&opening&page&of&a&chapter. 
The&term&you&should&use&for&1,000,000,000&is&mil$millones&(billion),&not&billón&(trillion). 
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German&has&two&terms&for&eating—one&for&the&way&humans&eat&(essen)&and&another&for&the&way&
animals&eat&(fressen). 

Quotes of original or of translation may appear in Notes if not essential to the argument, 
or if it creates too much clutter, and the original may be omitted if unnecessary. If 
the translation in the note stands alone, place in quotation marks (CMS 13.75).  

 
A translation may follow the original in parentheses. Or, as in CMS 13.74, the original 

may follow translation. Quotation marks need not be repeated for parenthetical 
translation (or parenthetical original, if that’s the case). Internal quotation marks 
should be included (see example). If a long sentence or more than one sentence 
appears in parentheses or brackets, closing punctuation of both original and 
translation should remain distinct. 

A&line&from&Goethe,&“Wer&nie&sein&Brot&mit&Tränen&aß”&(Who&never&ate&his&bread&with&tears),&comes&to&

mind. 
À&vrai&dire,&Abélard&n’avoue&pas&un&tel&rationalisme:&“je&ne&veux&pas&être&si&philosophe,&écrit3

il,&que&je&résiste&à&Paul,&ni&si&aristotélicien&que&je&me&sépare&du&Christ.”&(As&a&matter&of&fact,&

Abélard&admits&no&such&rationalism.&“I&do&not&wish&to&be&so&much&of&a&philosopher,”&he&

writes,&“that&I&resist&Paul,&nor&so&much&of&an&Aristotelian&that&I&separate&myself&from&Christ.”) 

Contrary to CMS 13.74, however, JMGS prefers, when both the source and translation 
are required, for what follows in parentheses to FIRST be the translation (or 
source text), a semicolon, and then the citation. 

Kostas Karyotakis’s poem «ΥΠΝΟΣ» begins: «Θὰ µᾶς δοθεῖ τὸ χάρισµα καὶ ἡ µοῖρα / νὰ 
πᾶµε νὰ πεθάνουµε µία νύχτα / στὸ πράσινο ἀκρογιάλι τῆς πατρίδας;» (Will the gift and 
good fortune be granted to us / that one night we can go to die / there on the green shore of 
our native land?; 1921, 41). 

 

 
 


